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Safend Inspector, inspection for protection
Filtering your information before it flows

The gatekeeper of your organization's private data, Safend Inspector filters sensitive information before it leaks out. Fully
compliant with PCI, HIPAA and Basel-II, and part of Safend Protection Suite, the comprehensive network-agnostic Inspector
enables cross-channel protection based on levelled information.
Featuring end-user information filtering questions, and blocking outgoing data when necessary, Inspector offers strong
alerting and event management when detecting attempted data leakage.
Inspector checks both file content and metadata without preventing the natural flow of business. Controlling user access and
activities, Inspector also enables classifying information for improved accuracy and defining level-based security policies.

Safend DPS, the Data Protection Suite
One DPS suite, one DPS agent
Protector:
Auditor:
controlling port
immediate risk detection
a SuperCom company
and device endpoints
on WiFi ports/devices
and media encryption
connected to endpoints
Reporter:
Encryptor:
regulatory compliance
transparent encryption
reports and security
on laptops and PCs
log summaries
Inspector:
Discoverer:
inspects, classifies and
locates and maps
blocks sensitive data leakage
sensitive data at rest

Inspector: control your data flow
Integrates compulsory network-agnostic information security policies
Enables definition of data classification and controlled channels
Built-in security policies complying with most regulatory requirements such as PCI, HIPAA and Basel-II
Generation of comprehensive logs and reports on data leakage events
Multi-tiered anti-tampering capabilities for tracking tampering attempts

Controlled Channels
Email
Web HTTP/S
FTP
Network printers
Shared files
Cloud storage solutions

Certifications

Common criteria EAL2 certified

FIPS 140-2 validated
System Requirements – Agent

Windows Vista (x32 and x64)

Windows 7 (x32 and x64)

Windows 8 (x32 and x64)

System Requirements – Server

Windows 2008 (R1 and R2)

Windows 2012 server

About Safend, a SuperCom Company
Safend are providers of security products designed to protect against corporate data loss via comprehensive data encryption,
port control, device control and content inspection solutions.
With over 3,000 customers worldwide and 3 million licenses sold, Safend software is deployed by multi-national enterprises,
government agencies, healthcare organizations and small to mid-sized companies across the globe.
Founded in 1988, SuperCom is a leading global provider of advanced tracking, identification and security solutions.
Working as partners and promoting transparency and ethical business practices with their investors and with over 3500
customers and 20 governments worldwide, SuperCom is a publicly traded company on NASDAQ National Market (SPCB).
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